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ABSTRACT :  

The woodlands in Haryana are delegated Reserve 
Forests, Protected Forests, Unblessed Forests, Areas shut U/S 
38 of Indian Forest Act , 1927 and Areas shut U/S 4 and 5 of 
Punjab Land Preservation Act, 1900. Squares of Reserve 
Forest territories are for the most part restricted to the 
Shivalik extends in Panchkula and Yamuna agar areas. Little 
squares of Reserved Forests are found at various places in 
the locale of Yamuna agar, Kaithal, Ambala, Jind and Hisar. 
Larger part of timberlands in the state have a place with Subtropical dry deciduous class while subtropical 
prickly backwoods are discovered just in the Aravalli slopes in the southern pieces of the state. Pine 
backwoods are situated at higher reaches in the Protected Forests of Morni Hills in Panchkula region, while 
Sal Forests rule the Reserve Forests in the Shiwaliks of Yamunanagar region. 
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INTRODUCTION 

To advance reasonable improvement of woodland assets in the State, Haryana Government 
surrounded its very own Forest Policy in 2006. The approach has fixed the objective of accomplishing 20% 
Forest and Tree Cover in the state in a staged way. This objective can be accomplished by embracing 
Agroforestry rehearses. We are utilizing hereditarily prevalent seedlings under Agro-ranger service on 
homestead terrains to build efficiency. Indeed Agroforestry ought to turn into a national command and a 
people's development, as it is most affordable, reasonable and stable option for guaranteeing environmental 
security of the nation. Till the year 2012-2013, the Forest Department has been appropriating about 2.5 
crore seedlings to the ranchers free of expense. Agroforestry manors raised by the Forest Department are 
appraised as a standout amongst the best in the nation. It has been received by ranchers as an Income 
Generation Activity and utilized as a model of rustic improvement, deserving of copying in rest of the nation. 
The arrangement of not putting superfluous confinements on felling of trees from private land and their 
resulting travel has empowered a situation which has driven countless to develop trees. The undertaking has 
been to make a situation that Agroforestry and Wood-Based Industries prosper and develop all the while.  
 Incredible accentuation has been given to Agro-ranger service and Farm-ranger service. Accordingly, 
Tree Cover of the State has expanded significantly throughout the years. Infect, Tree Cover outside recorded 
timberland zone is practically identical to Forest territory of the State. While recorded woodland zone of the 
state is only 3.90% of its topographical territory, complete Forest and Tree front of the State according to 
State of Forests Report, 2011, distributed by Forest Survey of India has turned out to be 6.80%. Poplar tree 
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estates overwhelm the Tree Cover in farming fields of Panchkula, Ambala and Yamuna agar districts. 
Eucalyptus, Shish am, Kikar, Jail and Jand tree manors in Agricultural fields of focal and south Haryana 
likewise represent a noteworthy part of Forest and Tree Cover in the State. The all out Forest region in the 
state according to the records of Forest Department is given in the table underneath:-  
 
Forest Area of Haryana 

S. No. Type of Forest Area (in Ha.) . 

1 Reserve Forest 24913.70 

2 Protected Forest   

  (a) Compact 34931.08 

  (b) Strip 81209.44 

  Total Protected Forest 116140.52 

3 unblessed Forests 979.94 

4 Areas closed U/S 38 of IFA, 1927 1160.68 

5 Areas closed U/S 4 & 5 of PLPA, 1900 29682.23 

6 Others 3001.06 

  Total Forest Area 175879.00 

 
PLANTATION ALONG HIGHWAYS 
 Territory of Haryana has next to no degree for expanding region under the normal Forests. The 
division is laying incredible accentuation on advancing Farm-ranger service, Agro-ranger service and 
afforestation of no man's land for expanding the Tree Cover.  
 Natural life the executives in Haryana has uncommon noteworthiness as a result of substantial 
assortment of avid-fauna. The state has around 33000 Ha. Region. Under Protected Area Network, this 
comprises of 2 National Parks, 8 Wildlife Sanctuaries and 2 Conservation Reserves. More than 500 winged 
creature species have been recorded in the state, which is right around 40 percent of absolute fledgling 
species in the nation. The state can possibly turn into a heaven for winged animal watchers, particularly 
amid winter. Sultanpur National Park arranged around 55 km far from Delhi, is as of now a birdwatcher's 
heaven.  
 India has 21.23 percent of land under woods spread rather than 33 percent prescribed in the 
national woodland strategy, as per the NITI Aayog. While Punjab finish the rundown from beneath with 
simply 3.52 percent timberland spread, its prompt neighbor Haryana is the main sprinter up, again from 
underneath, with a woodland front of 3.59 percent.  
 On the off chance that administration calls it advancement, I consider it a matter of disgrace that 
needs genuine contemplation.  
 We as a whole should comprehend and feel stressed over the low rate of financial development, 
monetary shortage, enormous remote and national obligations, yet shouldn't something be said about the 
mounting biological shortfall that the nation gathers quite a long time after year. Assets under the 
Compensatory Afforestation Fund Management and Planning Authority (CAMPA), implied for compensatory 
afforestation, are terribly misused by the caretakers themselves. Ecological freedom for different ventures is 
given by the administration of India with specific conditions to guarantee that advancement doesn't charge 
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the earth. Be that as it may, it has turned into a training to disregard the conditions set down and nobody is 
disturbed. In a request before the National Green Tribunal, Punjab Pollution division expressed that however 
it was "never in circle at the season of arranging of the task", yet it had coordinated spot examination of 
consistence of ecological arrangements through a board of trustees. The council had seen that the work 
"achieved propelled organize in certain stretches, the agents of the organizations accessible at site couldn't 
give tasteful answer with respect to consistence of states of ecological freedom". In its sworn statement, the 
council was additionally cited saying that "the agents couldn't demonstrate any advancement in regards to 
compensatory tree branches to be done for the venture".  
 The testimony includes that Executive Engineer Central PWD B&R had presented a fragmented and 
crude consistence report of ecological leeway conditions. This is only the tip of an ice shelf in light of the fact 
that had it not been a standard and acknowledged practice, the woods spread won't have retreated to 3.52 
percent. All things considered, in what manner can the woods division, which is overseer of green spread, be 
uninformed of this stunning truth? All the more in this way, the consents for advancement ventures are as 
yet being given without making a big deal about agreeing to conditions for natural freedom. The buck is 
passed to a contractual worker, whose activity is to lay streets and not adjust for ecological harm and plant 
trees by utilizing his assets. 
 Following requests from the Supreme Court of India, the Union Government had established 
CAMPA—a foundation to oversee assets for afforestation to adjust for deforestation occurred because of 
advancement ventures. Punjab woodland division had been obviously tossing all rules to twists by using 
CAMPA assets to pay robust expenses to senior backers in its fight in court in the National Green Tribunal 
and Supreme Court to protect and legitimize the deforestation and abnormalities in the afforestation. 
Strikingly, aside from connecting with charges, make a trip recompense to the officers, Rs 100,000 has been 
paid to the supporters per appearance per case; in this manner spending nearly Rs 8.6 million up until now. 
Had this store been prudently utilized in recharging the green spread and guaranteeing its survival, a 
significant part of the deforestation could have been captured.  
 The CAMPA was set up following the Supreme Court's decision in a PIL documented by a few 
common society gatherings. The PIL had looked to attract the court's consideration regarding natural harm 
brought about by industrialization and requested pay for loss of timberland land due to non-woodland 
employments. The peak court had then guided the Center to set up CAMPA subsidize alongside the 
administrations of 14 expresses that had seen annihilation of woodlands. The thought was that when 
timberland land is sold to businesses, an equal zone would be bought somewhere else to plant trees as 
"compensatory afforestation". An enormous corpus of over Rs 42,000 crore has gathered into records of Ad-
hoc CAMPA, an impermanent body set up in 2006 by the Supreme Court to oversee such assets. The corpus 
is expanding at a rate of about Rs 6,000 crore for each year.  
 Under the common conditions, it is attractive to give excellent discipline to the individuals who are 
enjoying tricks at the expense of our biology. Extreme "advancement" exercises have officially debased 
characteristic assets—timberlands, groundwater, rural soils and marine fisheries among others—to a degree 
that extraordinary and key species are getting to be wiped out at an expected rate of up to 30,000 every 
year—the quickest annihilation to have happened in the last 65 million years. Steady debasement of 
woodlands isn't just causing demise of species, yet in addition bringing about dry spells, floods and a 
worldwide temperature alteration. The rotting twigs and tress are making soil permeable and eventually 
desolate. India's woods, when dull and profound, are presently a living case of man's brutality. The adage—
man discovers backwoods yet leaves deserts—couldn't be all the more consistent with India. Trees, which 
are stores for water assets, are unfit to support themselves. In such a pitiable circumstance, how might they 
be relied upon to continue others? 
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